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Chapter 1 : Ouran High School Host Club FanFiction Archive | FanFiction
At Ouran High School, an academy where only the children of the rich and powerful attend, there exists a club
consisting of the most elite of the student body: the legendary Host Club.

Hikaru and Kaoru Hitachiin The twins; they are devious and funny. Hikaru likes Haruhi despite the fact that
she can tell the two twins apart. Mitsukuni Haninozuka Also known as "Hunny" and the Loli-shota type. He
looks like an elementary school child rather than the year-old third-year student that he actually is. He is very
strong, coming from a martial arts family and is very close to his cousin; Mori. In fact, he is so adept at martial
arts that, according to the Japanese Defense Ministry, if he ever used his full ability, he could be classed as a
weapon of mass destruction. Hunny is also the only host club member to call Mori by his first name. Takashi
Morinozuka Also known as "Mori", his character is the strong, silent type. He is the tall, stoic member of the
group. Mori dedicates his life to Hunny by protecting him and only gets emotional when Honey is injured or
harmed. He is also very close to the other club members and many classmates look up to him because of his
quiet, gentle nature, despite his intimidating appearance. He usually only speaks when necessary, and responds
to questions mostly with monosyllabic answers. Audio dramas The audio dramas were released from No
English translation is available. The series is licensed for distribution in North America by Funimation
Entertainment. Caitlin Glass is the ADR director of the series. Based on the television series, the player makes
decisions as Haruhi that affect the other hosts feelings toward her. There are two other original characters. The
game has been released exclusively in Japan. A Nintendo DS port of the game, updated with a fully voiced
cast and new character-specific scenarios, was released on March 19,
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Chapter 2 : Baka-Updates Manga - Ouran Koukou Host Bu
Ouran High School Host Club, Vol. 1 One day, Haruhi, a scholarship student at exclusive Ouran High School, breaks an
$80, vase that belongs to the "Host Club," a mysterious campus group consisting of six super-rich (and gorgeous) guys.

Hikaru asks Haruhi to think about her feelings for him rather than give an answer straight away. He invites her
to the Year End party and leaves. Haruhi is left surprised by his confession. Hikaru runs into the rest of the
Host Club, including Tamaki who is relieved to see he is okay. Tamaki wonders what Hikaru means, and what
Haruhi will reply to him. He wants the Host Club to stay a family forever. Hikaru asks if she likes Tamaki.
Hikaru teases that he still has a chance with her then! Later on, Hikaru tells Tamaki that Haruhi rejected him.
The Club make plans to visit a shrine together in the New Year, and Hikaru invites Haruhi to let her know
they can still be friends. Tamaki dreams of his father, who is kept apart from Tamaki and his mother. On
meeting up, Hikaru notices that Tamaki is distracted and challenges him to a competition to buy something
that Haruhi will love the most. They split up, but later on Tamaki runs into Haruhi. Tamaki reassures her and
tells her to be more confident. Seeing her happiness, Tamaki wonders what kind of love he feels for Haruhi
and absent-mindedly touches her face - embarrassing them both. Embarrassed, she runs away and Tamaki
chases after her. He finds her Ootoro Ring on the ground, but Haruhi has disappeared. The Host Club realise
that Haruhi has been kidnapped. They trace her mobile phone to find her location, and Kyoya works out that
the kidnappers are people having business problems with the Suohs. Tamaki, Hikaru, Hunny and Mori reach
the location and find Haruhi unharmed. Tamaki embraces her in relief. Hikaru makes sure to break up the
embrace and express his concern too. Hikaru gets a little jealous seeing how happy it makes her. The Host
Club are hosting a horse riding day. Tamaki has been acting distracted, and Hikaru wonders if Tamaki has
realised his feelings for Haruhi yet. A new girl called Kanoya get into trouble with the horses and Tamaki
protects her, but ends up hurt. Kanoya is grateful to Tamaki and thanks him by making him lunch, whilst he
offers to show her around Tokyo. The others comment on how much Kanoya looks like Haruhi, except her
personality is submissive instead. Tamaki and Kanoya start spending more time together. Kyouya reveals
Kanoya has family problems like Tamaki and Hikaru comments that she is perfect for Tamaki and they have a
lot in common - Tamaki overhears this. Later, Tamaki is with Kanoya when Haruhi walks by, dropping a
book. Tamaki picks it up for her and comments on how different she is to him. Haruhi takes it as an insult and
leaves, forgetting one of her books. Tamaki tries to return it to her, but Kanoya stops him by confessing her
love to him. The others are spying on Tamaki and Kanoya, and wondering what their relationship is. Hikaru
tells Haruhi about the rumour Kanoya confessed to Tamaki. Haruhi wonders what his answer was, but Tamaki
catches them spying before they can talk about it more. They join them for lunch, and Kanoya speaks to
Tamaki in familiar terms, raising more questions about their relationship. Kyouya tells Tamaki to come with
him to the clubroom and they leave. In the clubroom, Tamaki admits to Kyouya that he declined Kanoya, but
realises that she is just like him. He thinks about his past and his longing for strong family bonds as a child.
The bell rings for class, and Kanoya goes to find Tamaki whilst Haruhi is told about her family problems.
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Chapter 3 : Ouran High School Host Club (Title) - MangaDex
Background Ouran Koukou Host Club was published in English as Ouran High School Host Club by VIZ Media under
the Shojo Beat imprint from July 5, to June 5, An volume boxed-set including an exclusive notepad featuring character's
art was released on November 6,

With good-looking popular boys with different quirks catering to everyone at school, the club is known
asâ€”the Ouran High School Host Club! On its own, Ouran High School is a very elite institution. Even the
new girl studentâ€”Haruhi Fujiokaâ€”is surprised that she ended up there! She feels like a sore thumb sticking
out due to her not being famous and wealthy like everyone else. She gets herself into trouble by breaking a
super expensive vase belonging to the Ouran High School Host Club! With her boyish and simple looks,
Haruhi is the new host of the club. And so, new experiences await for her and the other hosts! This anime is
popular around the world. As a matter of fact, it stands out in the shoujo and reverse harem genres. It features
a fair amount of romance and comedy as well! Yamato Nadeshiko Shichihenge The Wallflower Yamato
Nadeshiko Shichihenge The Wallflower Source Desperate for free lodging, four beautiful young men take it
upon themselves to make an absurd deal to get what they want. And the deal is to make Sunako Nakahara a
lady! Being a lady is quite a challenge for Sunako. Turning a girl like this into a fine lady is quite difficult!
Their whole family tree was cursed to represent the zodiac! Each member turns into the animal of their zodiac
whenever they get in touch with anyone of the opposite sex. For them, this is no laughing matter because it
holds a dark secret both. One day, a girl named Tooru Honda accidentally discovers the secret of the Souma
family. Fortunately, the Souma members she encounters are understanding and kind. As a matter of fact, one
of them is her classmate. And she knows how to keep a secret. She assimilates herself to the family, learning
and getting to know everyone while treading through her own problems. She manages all this while guarding
their secret! She has that title because she pales in comparison to her rival, Kei Takashima! She is second in
everything from academics to sports. And so, Hikari makes her way armed with only her determination and
resolve to become number 1. She has friends who are also quite on par with her and Kei. A rivalry is not the
only thing going on between them after all! As a result, she became the demon president of the school, striking
fear in every boys heart! Her cover is blown and now she has to deal with him to keep her secret from getting
out! Haru Yoshida is an aloof boy who got really violent and was suspended on the first day of school.
Socially awkward, almost friendless, and very smartâ€”these are their identical traits! On the day that they
fatefully met, change begins to manifest in their hearts and souls. How will their unusual relationship turn out?
For two people who know nothing about being friendly or socially acceptable, their relationship shall spark a
world of new emotions and feelings. This is especially true when it spawns in the middle of the school lives of
teenage students! And in this particular story, love will further complicate things for everyone in comical
fashion! And so, the romantic mayhem begins and everyone is caught up and tangled in the rib-tickling mess!
At least she is closer to Nozaki more than ever before! As it turns out, he is actually a shoujo mangaka who
goes by the name Sakiko Yumeno. She now joins his plight in creating shoujo manga by looking for ideas and
concepts in their everyday school lifeâ€”all while trying to find another way of confessing her feelings for
him. Well, this is exactly the situation for Ryuuji Takasu and Taiga Aisaka! And what brought them together
is a sheer coincidental mishap! Ryuuji accidentally discovered that Taiga has a crush on his best friend while
Taiga also discovered that Ryuuji has a crush on her best friend! Both will contribute much to the mess that
will eventually lead them being closer to each other than anyone else! With a striking appearance and gloomy
attitude, it really looks like that she came straight out from the movie The Ring! All hope is not lost though,
because a boy from her class will soon bring her into the light! Shouta Kazehaya is popular and kind. He is
liked by many students at school, especially Sawako. And when the two finally interact with each other, a
surprisingly seamless chemical reaction is born! But is that really the case? This is the story of how two
people loved one another without both of them knowing. Yoshioka Futaba and Tanaka Kou were acquainted
in middle school. Both of them secretly liked one another, but due to some misunderstanding and some odd
circumstances, both of them eventually went their separate ways. Years later in high school, Yoshioka is now
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very different! Then things begin to change once again when Tanaka Kou makes a surprising return! And with
his change in name comes bigger changes in everything else as well. What are you going to watch next?
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Chapter 4 : 10 Anime Like Ouran High School Host Club | ReelRundown
Ouran High School Host Club is truly unlike any manga in it's class (though to be fair, I haven't read Gekkan Shoujo
Nozaki-kun - it's on the list). Hatori's main cast of characters.

But there is more to the nightlife than is seen on the surface. Things creeping around in the dark under a moon
and starlit sky. Something kept hidden to make everyone believe that they are only myths. As legend and myth
seem to come to life in the dead of night. Ready to corner the unsuspecting. Rated T for safety. Hoping to be
cured from whatever is wrong with him, but unbeknownst to everyone, even himself, there is a huge obstacle
in the way, or more like a person. Everyone has a dark side, but some are darker than the others. Seeing
Double by umbreonix reviews The Hikages are a mythic crime family. Children are raised to become expert
thieves and are finally inducted into the ranks after the success of their first coming-of-age solo job. For Mei,
this job begins by infiltrating the elite Ouran Academy. However, behind the pearly gates is something no
training was ever going to prepare her for: Luck of the Irish? Just who is this mysterious Irish transfer? How is
Haruhi involved? Follow Robin -Puck, if you please- navigate the maze of teenage life in the pink playground
of the elite. Sakura by MaskedXena reviews Kuri is in Ouran due to her academic acheivement. She was
estranged from her family and raised by her maternal grandmother after the death of her mother. She is
mistaken for a boy by the Host Club until Tamaki gets a really good look at her and discovers, not only is she
femaleâ€”she is his half-sister! He spends the rest of his time trying to get her out of the Host Club! Contains
Yaoi and lots of fluff. All other warnings in individual chapters. T - English - Romance - Chapters: It will
travel through his love for Haruhi. Told from the perspective of my OC Trinity. I literally have no idea the
direction this is going but, come along for the ride with me? The Warm Type by CupCakesCult II reviews
"The warm type is popular amongst our customer for evident reason such as his manly stature and kind
demeanor. A stoic man, once boy, now faces what he once thought was unrequited. One day changed - and
will change - his life forever. And what could make this even worse? Hope that you still read it though. Death,
Universe traveling, and the Host Club? Brooke had always dreamed of being part of something she loved, but
was it all worth it? A story in which a normal girl dies under very extreme circumstances, and sent into the
OHSHC universe. But what happens when she ends up in debt to the Host Club? Vote to let me know!
Continuing Stories" â€” must read first. Life is full of lessons. Some hurt, some are fun, some are scary, but
they all make you grow. As the Seniors graduate and everyone moves up a year, what will happen?
Relationships, perceptions, and world-views will be challenged. T for language and smooching. This is a
re-vamped version with some iCarly thrown in there. Also I wanted to give the protagonist a little more
personality watching it again, I realize how dull Haruki really is. Cauchemar by krys reviews An Ouran
Halloween Special. Tamaki has a terrifying experience. Please read and review! Haruhi is the sun that he
gravitates towards. No matter how strong his love for her is.
Chapter 5 : Ouran High School Host Club - Wikipedia
From Viz: In this screwball romantic comedy, Haruhi, a poor girl at a rich kids' school, is forced to repay an $80, debt by
working for the school's swankiest, all-male club--as a boy!

Chapter 6 : Ouran High School Host Club Manga | eBay
Un dÃa, tropieza con el Ouran Host Club. Trata de salir de allÃ, pero accidentalmente rompe un jarrÃ³n valorado en 8
millones de yenes, por lo que la obligan a trabajar para el Host Club para saldar su deuda.

Chapter 7 : List of Ouran High School Host Club chapters - Wikipedia
Ouran High School Host Club Haruhi is a poor tomboyish student at a school for the ultra-wealthy, and is able to attend
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because of a scholarship, but is unable to even afford a uniform. One day, she stumbles across the peculiar but very
popular Ouran Host Club.

Chapter 8 : SPECTRUM NEXUS Â· Manga Scans Â· Ouran Host Club
Title: Ouran High School Host Club Manga, Anime: Ouran High School Host Club was originally a manga created by
Bisco Hatori that began running in Hakusensha's LaLa magazine on August 5th, , and is still ongoing.

Chapter 9 : Ouran High School Host Club â€” Manga en linea espaÃ±ol | MangaMx
Ouran High School Host Club is a manga series by Bisco Hatori, serialized in Hakusensha's LaLa magazine between
the September and November issues. The series follows Haruhi Fujioka, a scholarship student at Ouran High School,
and the other members of the popular host club.
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